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Abstract

Low capacity factor, in any NPP, is a result of high
occurrence rates of significant events. A substantial
portion of such occurrences is caused by "inappropriate
action" due to inadaquate human performance. To improve
human performance we need firs! to do its evaluation. This
paper describes the essential elements of the first basic
step in that context : diagnosis or ident if icat ion of the
f undamental causes of human performance problems in Indian
NPPs.

1. AN OVERVIEW OF HRD INITIATIVES TO REDUCE EVENTS

1.1. Background

Traditionally, in NPCIL, all reportable events were put to
technical analysis, primarily to satisfy certain regulatory
requirements e.g.

to establish that technical specifications were followed,
reactor tripped as per logic or
to seek condonation of any technical specification
violations and,

- to seek restart of the reactor

The technical analysis narrated sequence of events, gave
symptoms leading to the occurrences and corrections that
were mostly on symptoms. For example if a passing valve, a
loose contact or an inadvertent switch operation caused a
unit trip, the general belief was to consider all such as
either unavoidable human errors or equipment deficiencies.

Organisation symptoms that are inpiied above were :

(i) A first priority of getting the plant back on line as soon
as possible - no time for root cause analysis (RCA)

<ii> always reactive, seldom ahead of the game. Overloaded with
responses to regulatory agencies

(iii)incomp1ete problem solutions

Subsequently in 1991 thanks to the good practices documents
supplied by the World Association of Nuclear Operators
(UANO), and, later by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) that the concept of "root cause went into our
conscious awareness . Since then, inhouse surveys,
workshops and training sessions on root cause analysis(RCA)
are in use for diagnosing the fundamental causes of our
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outages and to arrive at a guideline for suitable corrective
action plan for problem -so t v ing. In general, the NPP
performance goal was stated as "not exceeding one outage per
month." This defined the words "problem* and "problem
solving".

The "problems" here meant occurrences in the NPP's with
unacceptable consequences. Any diagnosis here needs
systematic evaluation of equipment and human performance
problems that led to such occurrences. Since the tendency
earlier was to stop the investigation as soon as the
symptoms were known, it became difficult for RCA facilators
to obtain from traditional refports, some representative data
of the real (or root) causes. The following examples
collected in 1990 will illustrate. It will be noticed that
the tendency was to 'jump to causes" before even attempting
to understand " what exactly happened" with inconclusive
analyses ending in words such as "human error", "spurious",
"unknown" etc.

Example 2/1 Lack of questioning attitude

"On total loss of load, Reactor tripped on high primary
coolant pressure. The station analysed the reason for high
pressure trip and concluded that high primary coolant bleed
flow, due to high feed flow was the "root cause" and that
there was no spare bleed capacity to cope up with the
transients of swelling due to load rejection."

Obviously, what the above did not explain were

(i> why at all was the bleed flow too high and for the not-so-
high valve opening indicated by the valve controller output
mil 1 iamps? Valves were apparently leaking.

(ii) by design, an anticipatory generator underpower relay
contact, on load rejection should have relieved steam to
atmosphere thus avoiding the high pressure trip. The reason
why it failed to do so was not stated."

So what was lacking was "questioning attitude. " But why ?

1.2. Organisational survey

A general attitude survey conducted through questionnaires
and interviews of about a hundred station engineers
established the following pointers to above question.

(i) "poor work practices cause most events" as stated by 7 2 %
respondents

(ii) "lack of accountabil ity is the major reason for not pin-
pointing root causes of events - stated by 30%, while
another 2 5 % said finding root causes are not encouraged as
much as symptom corrections are. 2 0 % said it was difficult
to find out root causes and so they are not found
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(iii)to a question why plant .personnel often quote design
deficiency as the root cause, more than 50% stated "expert
opinion to separate improper design from improper work
practices as the root -cause is not sought by authors of
technical analysis.

(iv) practically all 100% .qpixied that pinpointing a name
alongwith a human error that caused an event would lead to
non-cooperation, union .and even legal problems but the
response from the work groups would be participative if we
focussed on correcting factors that 'sets them up to
errors". So, the subject needs skilful handling.

(v) About 50% noted our highly skilled staff do not possess in
many areas the right attitude for proper task performance.

(vi) About 60% stated equipment performance would improve if
field training and QA procedures were improved.

In summary improvement of

- work practices
- accountability
- human factors

attitudes
quaIity programs

would be necessary for improvement in plant performances.
But how and what exactly need be done ?

2. TRAINING INTERVENTIONS

It is hard to obtain real data (or root" causes) on all above
factors e.g. it is possible that the employees are
psychologically detached from the corporations goals and
missions and gaps develop between what he actually does in
his job, and, what the company actually expects him to do.
The corrective mechanism to such gaps is implementing
certain training programs, so that a proper grid is created
between the company and its employees on one side and the
management on the other side. The benefit is data on real or
root causes for inadequate human performance problems become
available in a climate of trust in the training sessions
which are otherwise not available from formal reports. It
will reveal where exactly management must act to change the
work culture. •

Accordingly, a series of training workshops and brain-
storming sessions were designed and conducted first to
generate awareness of RCA concepts and then to use follow up
sessions to obtain data on real or root causes of a large
number of events in NPCIL. The following gives bases of the
design of such a training package.

2.1. Changing organisational culture

So, the management had to intervene to bring about an
attitudinal change among the staff. The organisational
culture is a product of management tolerance of * certain
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attitudes and practices that creep into the organisation
' over a period of time." Training is a mechanism through
which, we felt, such attitudes and practices can be changed
and corrected. For example employees need to be trained "to
accept responsibility and "not pass the buck"

2.2. Selective training: problem solving skills

Ue can provide all the training in the world, but unless it
provides a useful tool that improves job performance, it is
a waste of time. The fundamental need or rationale for
trailing our people is to make them effective problem
solvers. So, our training must impart appropriate concepts,
-skills and most important an attitude towards effective
problem solving. We need to bring out how the concepts of
cause and effects define reality, how to use simple
effective tools to lielp implement these concepts and to
adopt a way of thinking that improves the ability to reason.

Training the entire workforce on problem solving was
desirable, but would have been time consuming. We needed
therefore, draw up priorities and identify employees, who
were crucial to the performance of the "basic goals of the
company.

To enable employees to monitor their own quality
performance, they learnt the technique of "Root Cause
Analysis" which ultimately leads to the person who caused
it. The second offshoot, and the main one is in the action
to prevent recurrence of such faults. Quality performance is
the key to improve productivity. The job will not have to be
done twice, "Self-checking" as against close supervision was
stressed as essential to avoid repeated failure with high
productivity. Training programs addressed these needs
specific to each job family in the NPP,

There was thus a primary need of reconditioning of mind
across functions and level. The way of thinking had to be
root cause, the culture had to be quality culture and the
activities performance-focussed. An organisation
development using- primarily training "workshops" as a
vehicle for change was decided upon by NPCIL for the reasons
stated below.

2.3. Successful task performance: supervision and procedure

To minimise human performance problems, the performer must
be provided -all necessary information to correctly perform
the task. -The information can be provided through direct
supervision, training or procedures, in suitable balance
de-pending on the assigned task. Incorrect work practices
were reported as major -contributors to our human performance
problems. Stated simply, this meant,

people do not follow procedure
error detection system is deficient.
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A systematic analysis of the events would reveal whether
increased supervision, additional training including on
self-verification and/or revised procedures -w«re needed to
provide the needed information for correct task performance.

However, attitude development is a. vital need to create and
nurture the culture of correct work practice. The process
of change to bring in cultural Improvements needed a
fundamental review of attitudinal factors.

2.4. Attitude plus ability: performance

An individuals performance in any organisation is the result
of two factors : Abi1ity and Attitude. These two factors,
acting together constructively and, in balance produce the
desired performance. Anyone of these factors, acting in
isolation, will fail to achieve the desired results. For
example, an I&C engineer who is enthused by his work on a
digital control and protection system and wants to satisfy
the operational needs"in every way, but, does not know how
to alter alarm setpoints or cannot explain consequences for
its major component failures is likely to make a mess of the
system. This is because he has poor ability, despite best
attitude. Let us emphasise that abi1i ty is the basic and
primary need. The ability aspect helps answer the employees
question : "what should 1 do and how should I do it"?
Fortunately, we have a 35 year old tradition of technical
training culture. But that was not enough. Because e.g.
the vastly experienced I8cC expert who knows every card and
every procedure perfectly of the system, but finds his/her
work as boring routine, is likely to go about in the work in
casual or complacent manner - again making a mess of the
system. The reason is in his/her perennial doubt through
the question 'why should 1 do it'? This lack of sense of
purpose for the work possibly will bring all efforts or
systems for ability building (like training, qualification,
job rotations, special assignments) in the individual, to
average, mediocre performance. Attitude development, at
this point, must take over so that oual i ty of performance
improves. The quality will improve if we put back pride in
his/her job and, most important, clearly and consistently
articulate what the organisation stands for i.e. the
corporate values of safety, quality and economic
performance.

2.4.1 Pride in work

What causes, then, we figured out, lack of pride in an
otherwise able or competent individual ? We have two
answers. One, lack of role clarity on how (this) everyone's
performance (or non-performance) affects the organisation;
the second, lack of feedback and corrective action on
individuals non-performance. Both factors are taken care
of, if we can hold persons accountable for their work
quality. In such a situation they quickly find out personal
success leads to functional success. That
mindset and culture of "self assessment",
operate a human system, we cannot rule out

leads them to the
But, since we

quality problems
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like errors and failures. But we must go all out to prevent
their recurrence - so we repeat, we must do root cause
.analys is. To do so, we must give precedence to information
gathering and problem solving over summary justice. We thus
needed to train persons to focus on how the system failed
the. person,.Father than how person failed the system. We
expected.people to learn lessons from their experiences. We
expected them to report, fearlessly, even non-consequential
events. We expected them to follow the procedures for
correct task performance.

3. CASE STUDIES AS DATA SOURCES

To sens i tiseltl,s tat ion engineers to the root causes we
developed training packages on the
(i) effective problem solving and
<ii) human performance enhancement
utilising initially cases reported via COG/WANO network. A
large number of NPC1L events were then fully analysed and
presented by our RCA trainers for generating more trainers
all over NPCIL who were encouraged to present real-life
cases from their experience with a view to arrive at the
root causes.

As typical illustrations, we extract from such data sources
the cases pertaining to the following diagnosis
(i) Lack of verification culture
(ii) Lack of adequate supervision
(iii) Failure to follow procedures
(iv) Inadequate communications

combined in some cases with either an external,.or, internal
performance shaping factor.

•EXTRACTS"

Example 3/1 Lack of verification culture

""The Turtine Building field operator wanted to start the
hydrazine pump and feed chemical to feedwater, but by
oversight he started the phosphate pump. The pump was on
for four hours till the next shift detected the error. This
resulted in boiler conductivity shooting up beyond tech-spec
1imit.«

In the past the tendency of most operators would be to
merely blame the design for putting both switches close by.
While this was certainly a human engineering, problem, in a
retraining session on "lessons learnt", the same operating
staff admitted the root causes as inattention to the
handswitches (HS), as also lack of self verification culture
to check which pump had actually started, before leaving the
workspot."



Example 3/2 Inadequate supervision and on-job coaching

(i) "Deaerator pegging steam pressure control valve had failed
open which.led to opening of relief valves in the deaerator.
The field operator straightaway started closing the guard

. valve for the above. This reduced the deaerator pressure
and NPSH to the Boiler Feed Pump which started cavitating.
The control room engineer saved the pump.

Since there were no "consequences" station did not analyse
it. (The cause was lack of training of the field operator
as well as inadequate supervision as revealed in the
training workshops deliberations.)

<ii) On another occasion, the unit was in operation with the HP
heater no.5 of the feedheating system on bypass mode for
some maintenance. After maintenance work, when the heaters
were valved in there was a drop in feedwater flow causing
reactor trip on high primary coolant pressure. The cause
was suspected as "equipment malfunction.*

The-event had recurred, including in some cases, leading to
water hammer in feed lines.

The re-reviews revealed the operator was new in both cases
and not aware of the need and procedure to do venting and
gradual filling of the HP heater. Sudden -filling of HP
heater caused reduction in feed flow. Inadequate training
and inadequate supervision were the root causes.

Example 3/3 Inadequate communication and noisy work place

Lack of communication, coupled -with other external
constraints such as noise as well as internal factors such
as fatigue can cause serious consequences. As example, the
following is extracted from the original station report (of
1991).

"The unit was under startup. Operators were doing access
control check in boiler room area. Suddenly the bleed
cooler outlet temperature high alarm appeared and the
primary coolant system got boxed up. Bleed cooler outlet
temperature exceeded 100 degreeC. Immediately the Operators
were contacted. The cooling water (Process Water) valves
for the bleed cooler was found to be inadvertently closed by
the operator and the same was immediately opened."

Note the word Inadvertently. To get therefore to the real
cause, a re—review was done in training workshops to get to
the fol1 owing facts.

"The operators were engaged in the task of putting access
con.t.ro.1 . in jef f.ect and :f>iinal checking of al~l the accessible
area during start up. It was understood that lack of
communication was the main factor involved in this incident.
The senior operator who instructed "the junior operator to
check the process water <PUI valves for bleed cooler,
whether they are in fully open condition, had mistaken the
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,.,me,$sa,ge .and clos«d ithe valva. . The .comnunication-
"operators was mostly in body language because of the loud

. - background noise in boiler room. The junior operator who
-had closed the valve was staying back after the night shift
and as per him, he was under physical strain. The senior
operator failed" to check and confirm whether his message was
properly received and carried out by the other man."

Example 3/4 Inadequate communications and incorrect mindset

- "The Control Room Engineer phoned up the field operator in
unit-2 to switch off an Motor Control Centre BB-3 of unit-1
under shutdown (there were no operators on duty in unit-1).
The field operator assumed there were no jobs in unit-1 and
so switched- off the MCC-BB-3 of operating unit-2. This
tripped the oil purifier unnecessarily.

Since the-event was traditionally "non-consequential" it was
initially not analysed for its root cause No wonder, that
events similar to above kept recurring; Examples :

(i) Onit-1 moderator system was to be shutdown, an operator was
told verbally to rack out unit-1 moderator pump #1 circuit
breaker. He approached the operating unit-2 moderator pump
and isolated it.

(ii) An I&C engineer instructed a senior tradesman to go to the
reactor building and pull out the ion-chamber of the channel
D of the triplicated Reactor Protective System. The senior
tradesman heard this as Channel E and pulled out channel E

. ion--obainber;. • *••" < • ' • ' -".

In none of the above examples, there was any lack of knowledge or
training deficiency. It was simply inadequate communication
which together with "stress", "complacence", "preconditioning of
mind" led to such extraneous acts. Ue provide an example of the
latter.

Example 3/5 Inattention and failure to follow procedures

Two out of three trip logic of the Reactor Protective System
allows one channel testing at a time. During routine
surveillance test on Reactor Protective System one channel
was tested for a parameter and left in tripped condition for
checking other t-rip parameters. The field operator was
advised to open Pressure Transmitter valve of this channel,
but, he opened the valve of the other channel. This caused
a unit trip on 2/3 logic. The cause was ascribed as
"passing transmitter valve". In reality, there was a lack of
attention to the details and non-adherence to step-by-step
procedure.

Example 3/6 Time stress and failure to follow procedures

"For •adding heavy water to the moderator system as a make
up, there is a transfer tank with a capacity of two drums of
D20.- In an incident, an operator wanted to add three drums
in a shorter tixne and started simultaneous addition of D20
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from the drums to the transfer tank and also from the
transfer tank . to the system. However, both the transfer
pumps tripped on fault. There was an overflow and spillage
of tritiated D20,

The cause was originally ascribed as "equipment failure".
No reason was given for what caused both pumps trip and why
spillage occurred.

However, the subsequent re-review in the workshops
established the operator was under time stress to complete
the addition before the end of his shift and so violated
station instructions on avoiding simultaneous addition and
transfer.

Example 3/7 Lack of pre and post job briefings and failure to follow procedure

Reluctance to use a procedure due to complacence and
inadequate supervision of younger staff who do support tasks
have been contributors to a significant number of events.

<i) "A highly skilled tradesman, for example, may not use a step
by step procedure for greasing of motors, nor, he will
consider this as a job of a highly skilled worker. In a
teamwork training follow up with one of our stations, the
root cause for several motor bearings seizure was discussed.
It was established that normally greasing is passed on to a
new trainee maintainer who has no instruction to relate the
existing bearing temperature to the required number of
strokes of the grease gun and to wait and watch the change
in temperature after greasing. As a result, overgreasing at
times led to burning of motors. What is worse, the same
unskilled tradesmen soon learnt the skill but was complacent
about following or passing a procedure to the youngsters.

(ii) a new maintainer was hurriedly instructed to "go and tighten
some loose flange." There was no instruction on the size of
the bolt, proper torque value, tightening sequence or limit
of compression as in case of flexitallic gaskets. No wonder
there was overtightening and leaks after a week of start-up.

We cannot certainly train our new people for use and
adherence to procedures, if the supervisors do not follow
the procedures in spirit.

4. IMPACT OF THE EFFORTS MADE

Improvements in an organisation initially are made in
gradual steps in specific areas and our intention was to
focus on how to sensitise and motivate station personnel to
go into fundamental causes, to quality programs and to
prevent recurrence of the events. Attitudinal change plays
a pivotal role here and as a first step mental barriers to
go to the root causes must vanish. The first taste of our
success was in motivating station personnel to reanalyse all
reported as well as unreported cases by themselves which not
only improved their RCA skills for problem solving but also
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provided valid data sources for diagnosing organisation
problems in specTtic terms-. The more measurable impact has
been on ̂ the quality xrf- reporting and aTraly=STBs —• pinpointing
root causes now with pro-active approach. *)e. reproduce
two specific sample reports to Nillustrate this
•txansf ormation. • ; -

Example 4/1 Problem well defined

"In one of our NPP's a persistent problem of the -Emergency
Diesel Generator tripping after -an operation of 5 tot6 hours
was being reported. Station noted the trip parameter was
"C02 fire detector actuated* in every case and a.s the alarm
used to clear shortly after the DG tripped, this was being
described as spurious trip. Of late a RCA approach was
taken. The experts -were consulted who wired contacts of
each individual detectors to the annunciator. It was found
the C02 detector nearest to the Diesel Generator exhaust
pipe used to give trip signal after prolonged operation.
The detectors were then relocated away from, the exhaust
pipe.

The problem never repeated.

Example 4/2 Root cause mindset

During on power refuelling of coolant channel, three pairs
of spent fuel bundles were received in downstream fuelling
machine in auto mode. To receive the fourth spent fuel
pair, the refuelling operator decided to use manual mode of
operations using ram-B and ram-C, strokes in the upstream
machine instead of using second ram extension as envisaged
in Auto program. On completion of these operations,
however, instead of ram B and ram C together reaching the
required distance, ram-B stopped and was stalling at 160 cm
(instead of reaching 225 cm). The operator suspected that
the string length in channel was more than 12 bundle length.
He confirmed from the fuel magazine location that one extra
bundle had been left back in the channel. It was also
suspected that the fuel string consisting of 13 bundles
would have got loaded against downstream shield plug to a
value higher than the safety limit

Action by the station

(i) Iodine-131 content analysis in the primary coolant and the
delayed neutron (failed fuel detection) monitoring system
scan were done which revealed no abnormality. The 1-131
value of spent fuel inspection bay water also remained below
detectable level. All 12 bundles of this -channel was
replaced by fresh fuel bundles. After obtaining regulatory
clearance the operation was continued.

(ii> A root cause analysis done by station revealed "procedure
not followed" as the root cause. The refuelling operator
had stated that he believed, the use of manual operations
would minimise reactor power disturbances. Also,since the
down stream operator had initiated Auto receive, one bundle
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could be successfully discharged on auto into the magazine.
The refuelling operator at this stage got the (wrong)
impression that the receipt of both bundles of the fourth
pair had been done successfully.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

First step in ensuring quality in management of NPP
operation is to systematically find out the underlying
causes of poor performance in general and human performance
problems in particular. The organisation needs to be
sensitised to identify them through proper training
interventions, so that the second step of corrective action
plans become successful. There are barriers to obtain data
on real or root causes on human performance problems and
they have been overcome by creating a forum in workshop
setting whereby open and objective analyses have been
performed voluntarily by station staff themselves. Such
training interventions have proved useful in generating
adequate management data on where interventions are
necessary to bring in 'pro-activity". This paper
attempted the experience in India with such organisation
diagnosis through workshops.
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